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Abstract
There is an increasing interest in the use of hybrid rockets to accomplish tasks that
require precise control of the craft. Fuel is being consumed as the craft is propelled, causing
the mass of the rocket to change. In some hybrid rocket architectures, it is not possible to
directly measure the mass of the oxidizer while the rocket is in flight. Further, controlling
the flow rate of oxidizer is a method employed to control the overall thrust developed by
a hybrid rocket. It is therefore important to understand how the changing state of the
oxidizer may influence the mass flow rate of the oxidizer. For precise flight trajectory
control, accurate estimates of the various states, including the mass of the rocket and
remaining propellant are required.
Nitrous oxide is frequently selected as an oxidizer as it is relatively safe to store and
handle, plus it is self pressurizing. Both of these advantages reduce complexity and cost
and increase safety in a rocket program.
In theory, the mass of the rocket could be estimated with a very precise model. In
practice, such models have not provided a satisfactory level of accuracy when estimating
the remaining mass of oxidizer. The goal of this thesis is to accurately estimate the current
mass of the oxidizer in the tank over time. The approach to solving this problem uses an
Extended Kalman Filter to merge a model of the system states with available measurements
of system states.
An existing model is selected, analyzed and discussed. It assumes the gas phase of
nitrous oxide approximates an ideal gas, and that the gas and liquid phases are saturated
in isothermal and isobaric equilibrium. Some alterations to this model are proposed as
they are found to increase the accuracy. The changes include a first-order delay in the flow
through the injector and the system components included in the modeled thermal mass
are modified.
The model, and the available measurements are then implemented in an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF). The primary intent of the filter is to dynamically estimate the mass
and properties of the oxidizer remaining in the rocket during flight. The EKF relies on
updated measurements of the pressure in the oxidizer tank and the combustion chamber.
The EKF discussed in this work is designed with the intent the flow rate of oxidizer can
be controlled, and a dedicated flow rate control factor is included. However, the hardware
for control systems for the mass flow rate are not a focus of this work.
The EKF performance is simulated and measured based on data collected from ground
testing. An improvement over the use of simulation alone is demonstrated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Rockets have opened up many new opportunities and possibilities in the fields of science,
communications, navigations, and transportation [1]. There are three main types of rocket
propulsion used in launch vehicles and they are solid fuel, liquid bipropellant, and hybrid
rockets [2] [1]. This thesis focuses on the hybrid rocket. This type of rocket can be used
to launch small satellites, to explore the upper atmosphere, as test beds for supersonic
aerodynamic tests [3], and even manned flight.
Hybrid rockets are typically designed to have a solid fuel, and a liquid or gaseous oxi-
dizer. The oxidizer is typically self-pressurizing, such as nitrous oxide, and therefore does
not require a pump to force it into the combustion chamber. The solid fuel is commonly
stored in the combustion chamber and requires an oxidizer to sustain combustion. The
oxidizer and the fuel are generally stable separately. The use of different phases means
accidental contact of the oxidizer and fuel carries a low combustion or explosion risk com-
pared to liquid bi-propellents. Solid rocket motors carry higher storage risks as the fuel
and oxidizer are mixed together in fuel grain; thus great care is required to keep accidental
sparks or heat sources from causing undesired ignition of the motor. The hybrid engine
generally requires an ignition source to initiate combustion when mixed. This leads to a
relatively high degree of inherent safety. These qualities also allow hybrid rockets to be
stored in a relatively safe manner [1]. They can be designed to operate with a wide variety
of fuels and oxidizers, many of which produce no harmful biproducts during combustion,
meaning low risk of damage to the environment [4]. Hybrid rocket engines can also be
designed for stop and restart operation. The thrust can be controlled by throttling the
flow of oxidizer into the combustion chamber as described in [5] and [6]. This architecture
is attractive compared to the liquid bi-propellants because of reduced design and man-
ufacturing complexity while maintaining much of the functionality. Due to the oxidizer
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and fuel being stored in different phases (generally solid fuel and gas or liquid oxidizer),
hybrid rockets reduce the potential safety hazards present in solid rocket motors and liquid
bi-propellant engines. The basic arrangement of components is described in 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Basic diagram and components of a hybrid rocket engine with oxidizer flow
rate control
Nitrous oxide is commonly used as an oxidizer in hybrid rockets. It is relatively econom-
ical and facilitates a relatively simple engine design. It can be stored at room temperature
in a high pressure liquid-gas mixture. The vapor pressure is sufficient to drive flow of the
oxidizer into the combustion chamber without the use of a pump. Accurately modelling the
properties of nitrous oxide is a significant challenge as the high pressure and interactions
between the phases reduce the accuracy of ideal gas law assumptions. Various models for
oxidizer tanks have been proposed and compared to test data [7].
These technical benefits of hybrid rockets translate into financial benefits and there
is a demand for low cost launch vehicles. The inherent safety characteristics reduce the
financial costs of a launch vehicle immensly. The hybrid engine also uses fuels and oxidizers
that are available at low cost and can be safely stored for long periods of time. This
reduces the security and infrastructure required at the launch facility. The infrastructure
for the oxidizer and fuel delivery systems avoid the use of turbopumps as are found in
liquid bipropellants. Further research is being placed into the use of the sensors and
guidance systems available off-the-shelf [8]. Given the previously mentioned benefits of
hybrid rockets, coupled with the low cost, these are being investigated as an attractive
option for launching many small satellites into LEO, boosters on larger rockets, student
satellites and upper-atmosphere experiments [9].
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The primary trade-off of hybrid rockets is reduced performance due to a low burn rate.
This has limited the use of hybrid engines with a single port on the fuel grain to small scale
applications, and has caused larger scale hybrid engines to contain multiple ports [10]. The
multiple ports increase the surface area available for combustion, but it also increases the
challenges of consistent manfacturing of the fuel grain. Advancements are being made on
these challenges through research into the use of various fuel types that have significantly
higher burn rates [11]. Large low-frequency pressure fluctuations can often be observed in
the combustion chamber pressure history which is also a deterrent to the use of a hybrid
engine [10] [12]. The fluctuations could potentially cause damage to sensitive and costly
equipment transported in the rocket. Modelling and testing efforts that contribute to the
understanding and reduction of these flutuations is ongoing and critical to the future use
of hybrid engines [13]. Further, the dynamics of nitrous oxide, a common oxidizer selection
for hybrid rockets, in a draining oxidizer chamber are especially difficult to model. This
makes design of the oxidizer tank challenging to optimize without several costly testing
iterations [14] [15] [7] [16]. The cost of conducting experiments that study the behavior of
nitrous oxide have been reduced by using carbon dioxide in a similar blow-down situation
[17]. Carbon dioxide shares similar critical properties to nitrous oxide that influence the
blow down behavior [16] [15]. The challenges that face the acceptance and use of hybrid
rockets are being investigated and mitigated through many ongoing projects in private
industry, academia and government.
A plurality of models have been developed to attempt to describe the dynamics of
nitrous oxide draining from an oxidizer tank. These have been compared for their ability
to simlate experimental results in [16]. Recent advancements in the field have revealed that
boiling of the fluid plays a critical role in the mass and heat transfer within the system [17].
This source also lays the groundwork for developing a model that considers many intricate
features of boiling, but concedes that the model possibly carries the highest computational
load. Greater model complexity is justified for detailed design and optimization of a hybrid
rocket engine; however, the focus of this thesis is on in-flight estimations of mass. Therefore,
the equilibrium and ideal gas model is primarily studied.
An in-flight knowledge of the mass of the rocket is required for thrust vectoring control.
It is also required for dynamically determining the thrust required to meet other flight
parameters as velocity and acceleration. For hybrid engines, the thrust can be varied by
throttling the flow of oxidizer. The expected performance of the rocket can also be limited
by the quantity of remaining oxidizer. For these reasons, control of the flight of the hybrid
rocket depends on knowing the remaining mass in the oxidizer tank at all time points.
Kalman filters have been developed to combine a model of a system and related sensor
inputs to determine optimal estimates of the system’s states. Kalman Filters can operate
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on linear systems. For non-linear systems, the system model can be linearized around an
operating point and used to estimate system states near the operating point. If the system
is to be operated through a range where it cannot be linearized on a single operating point,
then an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) may be implemented. Due to the large changes in
the states of nitrous oxide, a model cannot be linearized around a single operating point,
and therefore the use of an EKF is justly applied to this situation. The EKF takes a non-
linear system model, and linearized estimates of the rate of change for the states, sensor
inputs of related measurements, and develops a near-optimal estimate of the system states.
Due to the use of first-order linearization, the EKF results cannot be said to be perfectly
optimal; however, the estimates are still sufficient for good control in several practical
implementations.
4
Chapter 2
Background
Several models to describe the dynamnics of nitrous oxide in an oxidizer tank have been
developed. These are compared in [7] and [17]. In this thesis, an equilibrium and ideal
gas model is primarily studied. Minor modifications are suggested that partially account
for the boiling and possible cavitation effects. The original Ideal Gas Model presented by
[14] is discussed in this section. This model is also used as part of a larger hybrid engine
simulation in[18]. The model is based on the following assumptions:
• the gas phase of nitrous oxide is governed by ideal gas laws
• the gas molecules have negligible interactions with each other
• the liquid-vapor interactions are governed by Raoult’s Law
• the nitrous oxide is always in thermal equilibrium, therefore the saturation properties
are used to model the fluid
• there is a single interface between the gas and liquid phases evaporation occurs only
at this interface
• if liquid nitrous oxide is present in the system, then only liquid is flowing through
the injector
The assumptions are described visually in 2.1.
5
Figure 2.1: Visual description of the assumptions made in the Original Ideal Gas Model
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2.1 Saturated Nitrous Oxide Properties
The saturation properties are used in the original ideal gas model. Saturated nitrous oxide
properties are described as a function of temperature and are available in [19]:
P sato = f1(T ) (2.1)
Vˆo,l = f2(T ) (2.2)
CˆV o,l = f3(T ) (2.3)
CˆV o,g = f4(T ) (2.4)
∆Hˆo = f5(T ) (2.5)
dP sato
dT
= f6(T ) (2.6)
(2.7)
where:
• P sato is the saturated pressure of nitrous oxide
• Vˆo,l is the specific volume of nitrous oxide liquid
• CˆV o,l is the specific energy of nitrous oxide liquid
• CˆV o,g is the specific energy of nitrous oxide gas
• ∆Hˆo is the enthalpy of evaporation
• dP
sat
o
dT
is the rate of change of the nitrous oxide saturated pressure with respect to
temperature
• T is temperature
The total tank pressure is described as a function of the number of nitrous oxide gas
moles, helium gas moles and nitrous oxide saturation pressure. It is based on Raoults law
for partial pressures of ideal gases. ([14] equations A.8 and A.9)
P sato =
no,g
no,g + nHe,g
PT (2.8)
where:
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• PT is the pressure in the oxidizer tank
• no,l is the number of moles of nitrous oxide liquid
• no,g is the number of moles of nitrous oxide gas
• nHe is the number of moles of helium
2.2 Initializing the System States
The initial system states are based on the assumption that the system is in equilibrium. The
initial mass of oxidizer in the oxidizer tank is determined by a measurement. In an actual
rocket flight situation, the initial mass would be determined and initialized on the launch
pad immediately before the firing of the engine. The initial oxidizer temperature might
be based on a direct measurement of the oxidizer tank temperature in some architectures.
In the data and models presented, the initial temperature is based on the assumption
that the oxidizer is in equilibrium with the surrounding environment. The initial rate of
temperature change is assumed to be zero. The number of oxidizer moles in the liquid and
gas phases are determined by equilibrium relations. The initial oxidizer tank pressure in
the model is based on the assumed number of gaseous oxidizer moles, a known amount of
Helium (if any is added to the oxidizer) and the initial oxidizer temperature as shown in
2.2. The initial tank pressure is then obtained by rearranging equation 2.8.
The states with initial conditions set by measurement are stated below:
• mo0 which is the initial mass of nitrous oxide in the oxidizer tank
• TT0 which is the initial temperature in the oxidizer tank
• T˙T0 which is the initial rate of temperature change in the oxidizer tank, assumed to
be 0
The equations for determining the remaining state initial conditions are summarized
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below:
PT0 =
no,g0 + nHe
no,g
P sato (2.9)
no,l0 =
mo0
Mo
RTT0 − P sato VT
−P sato Vˆo,l +RTT0
(2.10)
no,g0 =
P sato (VT − Vˆo,l
mo0
Mo
)
−P sato Vˆo,l +RTT0
(2.11)
where:
• R is the universal gas constant
• Mo is the molar mass of nitrous oxide
2.3 Model Governing Equations and Implementation
The following equations describe the rates of change for the liquid oxidizer and oxidizer
gas and are derived from the conservation of mass laws (from [14] A.1 and A.4):
n˙o,l = −n˙o,f − n˙o,v (2.12)
n˙o,g = n˙o,v (2.13)
where:
• n˙o,l is the molar rate of change of the nitrous oxide liquid
• n˙o,g is the molar rate of change of the nitrous oxide gas
• n˙o,f is the total molar rate of nitrous oxide outflow from the tank
• n˙o,v is the molar rate of nitrous oxide evaporation in the tank
The original model assumed that the fluid leaving through the injector was composed
entirely of N2O liquid. The outflow density is not explicitly stated by [14], but it can be
modeled as:
ρf = ρo,l =
1
Vˆo,l
(2.14)
where:
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• ρf is the mass density of nitrous oxide outflow from the tank
• ρo,l is the mass density of nitrous oxide liquid in the tank
• ρo,g is the mass density of nitrous oxide gas in the tank (discussed later in the docu-
ment)
The resulting outflow equation is presented in equation 2.15. It is a modified from the
version presented in ([14] A.3) as the original focus is on the molar outflow form rather
than mass outflow.
n˙o,f = CDAinj
√
2(PT − PC)
MoVˆo,l
(2.15)
where:
• CD is the injector flow coefficient
• Ainj is the injector cross-section area
• PC is the pressure in the combustion chamber
This equation assumes that the flow through the injector depends on both the pressure
of oxidizer and the combustion; that is, that flow through the injector does not exceed
the speed of sound of the material travelling through the injector, and that the flow is
incompressible [20]. Making this assumption for the flow of nitrous oxide is challenged
in [15]. Further, there are ongoing investigations with injectors that deliberately cause
the nitrous oxide to exceed the speed of sound [12]. This disconnects the hydrodynamic
communication between the oxidizer tank and the combustion chamber, and may lead to
greater combustion stability.
Nitrous oxide in an oxidizer tank evaporates as the liquid oxidizer leaves the tank. The
reduced liquid volume increases the volume available for gas-phase oxidizer. Evaporation
is modeled by assuming that the system maintains a thermal equilibrium throughout the
draining process and the gas phase follows ideal gas behavior. The following equation is
derived from the ideal gas law and the assumption that the nitrous oxide gas is at the
saturation pressure:
P sato Vo,g = no,gRT (2.16)
The gas volume follows the following constraint as suggested in figure 2.1:
Vo,g = VT − Vo,l (2.17)
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The the gas volume is substituted into equation 2.16 and the derivative with respect to
time is then taken yielding the following equation ([14] A.16c):
− P sato Vˆo,ln˙o,l + (VT − no,lVˆo,l)
dP sato
dT
T˙T = R(TT n˙o,v + no,gT˙T ) (2.18)
Substitute 2.13 and 2.13:
− P sato Vˆo,l(−n˙o,l − n˙o,v) + (VT − no,lVˆo,l)
dP sato
dT
T˙T = R(TT n˙o,v + no,gT˙T ) (2.19)
Rearrange:
n˙o,v =
(VT − no,lVˆo,l)dP
sat
o
dT
−Rno,g
RTT − P sato Vˆo,l
T˙T +
Vˆo,lP
sat
o
RTT − P sato Vˆo,l
n˙o,f
(2.20)
The rate of temperature change is also required in order to model the dynamics of the
system. For the original model, this is given with the following equation ([14] A.16a):
T˙T =
(RTT −∆Hˆo)n˙o,g + (PT Vˆo,l)n˙o,l
mT c¯PT + no,lCˆV o,l + no,gCˆV o,g + nHeCˆV,He
(2.21)
The model is then formulated into three derivative equations which are functions of three
unknowns, and are solved simultaneously using an ODE solver in Mat Lab. T˙Tn˙o,l
n˙o,g
 =
 fa(TT , no,l, no,g)fb(TT , no,l, no,g)
fc(TT , no,l, no,g)
 (2.22)
The pressure in the combustion chamber is modeled with a sixth-order polynomial fit to the
measured pressure data. The polynomial equation facilitates the use of the ODE solver.
This polynomial fit is developed by the author of [14] and is only used in this work to
evaluate the original model. The further work presented in this thesis does not make use
of an ODE solver; consequently, the polynomial fit also not used.
2.4 Discussion of Original Model Results
This section discusses the performance of the model compared to two sets of data. These
are referred to as ‘Case 2’ and ‘Case 3’ and are both presented by [14] and the original
11
data is supplied in [21] and [22]. The results are presented here to demonstrate how the
assumptions compare to the model results.
The original ideal gas model predicts the mass flow rate of the nitrous oxide to be
higher than is recorded in the data from both tests. At the beginning of the test data,
there is a short period of time where the mass shows little change. The presence of this
delay is noted by [14]; however, the root cause is undetermined.
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Figure 2.2: Oxidizer mass - Case 2: comparison of Original Ideal Gas Model simulation
and testing results
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Figure 2.3: Oxidizer mass - Case 3: comparison of Original Ideal Gas Model simulation
and testing results
The pressure data suggests that there are different trends in reality than is modeled.
The pressure initially drops more rapidly in the data than in the model, then the rate of
change slows as the amount of liquid nitrous oxide decreases.
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Pressure simulation and testing results
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Figure 2.5: Pressure in the oxidizer tank - Case 3: comparison of Original Ideal Gas Model
Pressure simulation and testing results
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The temperature of the nitrous oxide is not measured. The temperature is estimated by
assuming that the nitrous oxide is at saturation pressure and determining the corresponding
temperature.
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Figure 2.6: Oxidizer temperature - Case 2: comparison of Original Ideal Gas Model simu-
lation and temperature assuming saturation pressure
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Figure 2.7: Oxidizer temperature - Case 3: comparison of Original Ideal Gas Model simu-
lation and temperature assuming saturation pressure
The liquid and gas moles estimated to be in the system are shown in figures 2.8 and 2.9.
The simulation time is ended when no liquid nitrous oxide is estimated to be present in
the system. These figures demonstrate how the model simulates the increase in gas moles
due to evaporation. The number of moles in both phases is not measured.
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Figure 2.8: Moles of oxidizer phases - Case 2: Original Ideal Gas Model moles simulation
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Figure 2.9: Moles of oxidizer phases - Case 3: Original Ideal Gas Model moles simulation
The actual density of the nitrous oxide outflow is estimated by rearranging equation
17
2.15 and substituting the known injector cross-sectional area and measured change of oxi-
dizer mass in the oxidizer tank. The modeled outflow density is based on the temperature
dependent liquid oxidizer properties. It is shown that the actual outflow density is signifi-
cantly lower than the modeled outflow density.
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Figure 2.10: Oxidizer outflow density - Case 2: Original Ideal Gas Model Density from
simulation compared to estimated density from outflow equation
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Figure 2.11: Oxidizer outflow density - Case 3: Original Ideal Gas Model Density from
simulation compared to estimated density from outflow equation
The difference between the modeled density and the density suggested by the data may
be explained by the presence of vapor in the outflow[23]. A multi-phase outflow of nitrous
oxide through an injector is discussed in [15]. Multi-phase nitrous oxide flow is found to
better estimate the actual mass outflow rate of the oxidizer.
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Chapter 3
Ideal Gas Modified Model
The original Ideal Gas Model is intended to be used during the design phase of the rocket.
It could be used to estimate performance of an engine using this tank. It is not intended
to be used for estimating oxidizer properties during flight or for use in a control system.
Consequently, the model does not presume that the oxidizer flow can be throttled. The
Ideal Gas Model is modified in some minor ways to enable it to be used in a control system
and these are described throughout the chapter. There are also two primary distinctions
from the original Ideal Gas Model that are intended to reduce the error between the test
data measurements and the model results. First, it is assumed that injector requires a
small period of time to fully open. This is modeled with a delay. Second, it is assumed
that a mixture of liquid oxidizer and oxidizer gas are exiting through the injector. This is
modeled with a mixture ratio.
3.1 Ideal Gas Modified Model - Delay and Mixture
Ratio
The modified model assumes that evaporation occurs throughout the liquid phase, turbu-
lently forming many small gaseous regions, or bubbles. This is shown in figure 3.1 where
boiling is happening throughout the liquid phase, and some of the gas phase bubbles are
expelled in the oxidizer outflow.
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Figure 3.1: Visual description of the assumptions made in the first version of the Modified
Ideal Gas Model
The potential presence of helium in the oxidizer tank is originally suggested by [14],
and the resulting equations are carried over into this work. This work does not present
any validation of a tank containing helium along with nitrous oxide. This is left as future
potential work.
3.1.1 Injector Opening Delay τ
The delay in the opening of the injector is meant to account for the initial slow rate of
nitrous oxide mass loss. This slow rate of mass loss can be observed at the very beginning
of the recorded nitrous oxide mass data; however, the Original Ideal Gas model does not
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account for this behavior. A simple first order relation is used to model this delay.
n˙o,f = CDAinj
√
2(PT − PC)
MoVˆo,l
(
1− exp(−t
τ
)
)
(3.1)
Where τ is the time constant of the initial injector behavior.
3.1.2 Nitrous Oxide Outflow Mixture Ratio ζ
The modified model assumes that a mixture of gas and liquid oxidizer are leaving the tank
simultaneously. This may be caused by cavitation or boiling in the injector system. The
ratio of gas moles to total moles of oxidizer leaving the tank is described as ζ. The proposed
ideal gas modified model assumes that ζ is constant while liquid oxidizer is still present in
the tank. This assumption is made for the purpose of developing a model with certain level
of simplicity and accuracy. This assumption does not address bubble formation variability
or frequency. As a result of this assumption, the rates of change of the oxidizer liquid and
gas phases are represented as the following:
n˙o,l = −(1− ζ)n˙o,f − n˙o,v (3.2)
n˙o,g = −ζn˙o,f + n˙o,v (3.3)
The modeled nitrous oxide outflow density is described as the following:
ρf = ζρo,g + (1− ζ)ρo,l (3.4)
The density of oxidizer gas is modeled with the ideal gas law. It is assumed that the helium
gas (if present at all in the system) remains in the area of the initial ullage and further
that no helium exits the tank while liquid oxidizer remains in the tank. The oxidizer gas
exiting the tank is assumed to be from bubbles that form within the primarily liquid phase
of the oxidizer near the injector port. These bubbles are assumed to be purely composed
of the nitrous oxide and at the same pressure as the surrounding liquid phase. The liquid
phase, and therefore these gas bubbles, are assumed to be equal to the total tank pressure.
Therefore, the nitrous oxide in the gas phase at the injector port is assumed to be at
the total tank pressure, not necessarily the partial pressure of the nitrous oxide at the
temperature.
ρf = ζ
PT
RTT
+ (1− ζ) 1
Vˆo,l
(3.5)
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The pressure differential that drives flow is described below.
∆P = (PT − PC) (3.6)
The outflow equation 3.1 becomes the following modified outflow density equation:
n˙o,f = CDAinj
√(
2
Mo
)
(ρf ) ∆P
(
1− exp(−t
τ
)
)
(3.7)
3.1.3 Nitrous Oxide Evaporation Rate
The equations describing the rate of oxidizer evaporation is determined for the modified
model. The reader is reminded of equation 2.8:
P sato =
no,g
no,g + nHe,g
PT (3.8)
To facilitate the derivation of the equations describing the evaporation rate, the following
terms are defined:
b1 = (VT − no,lVˆo,l)dP
sat
o
dT
−Rno,g (3.9)
b2,P sato = RTT − P sato Vˆo,l (3.10)
b2,PT = RTT −
(
no,g
no,g + nHe
)
PT Vˆo,l (3.11)
b3 = PT Vˆo,l −RTT + ∆Hˆo (3.12)
b4 = mAl,T c¯PT + no,lCˆV o,l + no,gCˆV o,g + nHeCˆV,He (3.13)
b5 =
(
− no,g
no,g + nHe
)
PT Vˆo,l + ζb2,PT (3.14)
Note that b2,PT is derived from b2,P sato and substituting equation 3.8 for P
sat
o .
Starting with 2.18, substitution of the augmented relationships for the rates of change
of oxidizer gas and oxidizer liquid, equations 3.2 and 3.3 obtains:
−P sato Vˆo,l(−ζn˙o,f + n˙o,v) + (VT − no,lVˆo,l)
dP sato
dT
T˙T
= R(TT (−ζn˙o,f + n˙o,v) + no,gT˙T ) (3.15)
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Solving for the evaporation rate of nitrous oxide yields:
n˙o,v =
[
b1
b2,P sato
]
T˙T +
[
(1− ζ)P sato Vˆo,l + ζRTT
b2,P sato
]
n˙o,f (3.16)
n˙o,v =
[
b1
b2,P sato
]
T˙T +
(P sato Vˆo,l + ζ
(
RTT − P sato Vˆo,l
)
b2,P sato
 n˙o,f (3.17)
The total pressure of the system is substituted in place of the nitrous oxide saturation
pressure. This is done through Raoults law and equation 3.8.
n˙o,v =
[
b1
b2,PT
]
T˙T +

(
no,g
no,g + nHe
)
PT Vˆo,l + ζ
(
RTT −
(
no,g
no,g + nHe
)
PT Vˆo,l
)
b2,PT
 n˙o,f
(3.18)
n˙o,v =
[
b1
b2,PT
]
T˙T +
[
b5
b2,PT
]
n˙o,f (3.19)
The last remaining relationship required to describe the modified model is the rate of
temperature change. Equation 2.21 is taken as the starting point, and equations 3.2 and
3.3 are substituted for the rates of change of the oxidizer liquid and gas phases. This is
shown in the following equation.
T˙T =
1
b4
(RTT −∆Hˆo) [−ζn˙o,f + n˙o,v] + (PT Vˆo,l) [−(1− ζ)n˙o,f − n˙o,v] (3.20)
Rearrange into terms of total oxidizer outflow and evaporation:
T˙T =
1
b4
[
−ζ(b3)− PT Vˆo,l
]
n˙o,f − [b3] n˙o,v (3.21)
Equation 3.16 for evaporation rate is substituted into equation 3.21 and then rearranged
so the rate of temperature change is described entirely by oxidizer outflow:
T˙T =

(
RTTnHe + ∆Hˆono,g
no,g + nHe
)
PT Vˆo,l
b2,PT b4 + b1b3
 n˙o,f (3.22)
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3.1.4 Implementation of the Model
The model is run in discrete time steps in contrast to the original ideal gas model which
is run using an ODE solver. The discrete time step size is 0.002s and is set by the data
collection period of the data acquisition system used to collect the results. The pressure
in the combustion chamber measurements are directly used in the simulation in contrast
to the polynomial equations used in the original ideal gas models.
3.1.5 Optimization of Delay τ and Mixture Ratio ζ
The values for τ and ζ are optimized by using a design of experiments methodology im-
plemented in software [24]. The procedure of optimization is described:
1. Initial values for τ and ζ are selected by estimation.
2. The values for τ and ζ are constrained to be real, positive values. The maximum
possible value for τ certainly cannot be longer than the simulation time; the maximum
value for ζ is one.
3. High and low values for τ and ζ are determined by varying the original estimates
±20%.
4. The simulation is run using all combinations of high and low τ and ζ values, and
once using the original estimates.
5. Each iteration of the simulation is evaluated using the following function if the sim-
ulation is being optimized for an accurate oxidizer mass simulation:
Wm,τ,ζ =
tf∑
k=0
(md,k −ms,k)2 (3.23)
where:
• Wm,τ,ζ is used as a total error value for a specific iteration of the simulation
using a combination of τ and ζ values
• md,k is the mass of remaining oxidizer measured at a specific time point k in
the test data
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• ms,k is the mass of remaining oxidizer estimated by the simulation at a specific
time point k
• tf is the final time point of the simulation
Or the variables τ and ζ can be optimized for an accurate tank pressure simulation:
WPT ,τ,ζ =
tf∑
k=0
(PT,d,k − PT,s,k)2 (3.24)
where:
• WPT ,τ,ζ is used as a total error value for a specific iteration of the simulation
using a combination of τ and ζ values
• PT,d,k is the pressure in the oxidizer tank measured at a specific time point k in
the test data
• PT,s,k is the pressure in the oxidizer tank estimated by the simulation at a specific
time point k
6. The values p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, and p6 are determined for the following function:
W = p1 + p2τ + p3ζ + p4τ
2 + p5τζ + p6ζ
2 (3.25)
7. The values of τ and ζ that minimize W , the total error, are then determined.
8. If the original estimates and the optimal values of τ and ζ are different by more
than 1%, the process is repeated substituting the optimal values of τ and ζ and the
estimated original values, or zero, if the estimated optimized values are negative.
9. This process is repeated until the original estimated values of τ and ζ and the optimal
values are in agreement to within 1%.
This procedure can be run to optimize τ and ζ for modeling either the mass history
or the pressure history. The results of the Case 2 simulation are shown where τ and ζ
are optimized to minimize the mass history error. The following figures demonstrate the
inability of the modified model to simulate both the mass outflow and the pressure outflow
simultaneously. In figure 3.2, the model modifications are shown to increase the accuracy
of the simulated mass compared to the original model.
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Figure 3.2: Oxidizer mass - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay and Mixture
Ratio (MM-D,MR), Original Ideal Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results
However, figure 3.3 shows this model has reduced accuracy in modeling the tank pres-
sure compared to the original model.
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Figure 3.3: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay
and Mixture Ratio (MM-D,MR), Original Ideal Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results
Figure 3.4 shows that the difference between the saturation temperature and the sim-
ulated temperature.
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Figure 3.4: Oxidizer temperature - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay and
Mixture Ratio (MM-D,MR), and Original Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations assuming
saturation pressure
This indicates that a further modification to the model should be made that allows the
system temperature to change more rapidly. It is critical that the model be capable of
accurately simulating the mass and pressure of the system. This is because the Extended
Kalman Filter oxidizer mass estimate is based on the pressure measurement and the model.
Therefore, it is necessary to further refine the model, and a further modification is defined
in the next section.
3.2 Ideal Gas Modified Model - Delay, Mixture Ratio
and Tank Thermal Mass
The simulated oxidizer tank pressure is based on the saturation pressure of nitrous oxide.
The simulated pressure is shown to be higher than the measured pressure in the previous
section. In order to reduce the simulated oxidizer pressure, the simulated system tem-
perature must be lower. In order for the model to simulate a system with a temperature
decreasing rapidly enough to accurately model the pressure, the thermal mass of the sys-
tem is reduced. Reducing the thermal mass of the modeled system yields a model with
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increased accuracy in mass history and pressure history. This is accomplished in a second
version of the modified ideal gas model by removing the thermal mass of oxidizer tank from
the system. The assumption that the thermal energy of the oxidizer tank can be neglected
is previously used in [15].
Figure 3.5: Pictorial description of the assumptions made in the second version of the
Modified Ideal Gas Model where the thermal mass of the oxidizer tank is removed
The only change from the first version of the Modified Ideal Gas Model to the second
version is the assumption that the thermal mass of the oxidizer tank does not significantly
interact with the system as nitrous oxide rapidly drains. While in reality an oxidizer tank
does reduce in temperature during a test, it does so on a much slower time scale than the
fluid inside the tank.
This change in assumptions is easily implemented by changing equation 3.14 to the
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following version:
b4 = no,lCˆV o,l + no,gCˆV o,g + nHeCˆV,He (3.26)
The values for τ and ζ are optimized using the design of experiment procedure described
previously. This procedure is used to optimize the model for both the mass history and
pressure history separately. The results of the model optimized for mass and pressure
histories are shown for Case 2 only.
First, the results of the model optimized for the mass history are shown in figures 3.6
and 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: Oxidizer mass history - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal
Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results; the model is optimized to reduce the error in the
mass history
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Figure 3.7: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal
Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results; the model is optimized to reduce the error of the
mass history
The results of the model optimized for the pressure history are shown in figures 3.8 and
3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Oxidizer mass - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay, Mixture
Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal Gas Model
(OIGM), and testing results; the simulation is optimized to minimize the error of the
pressure history
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Figure 3.9: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal
Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results; the model is optimized to minimize the error of
the pressure history
A summary of the optimized τ and ζ results are shown in the following table.
Data Set Optimized State
Optimal Delay
τ [s]
Optimal Mixture
Ratio ζ [–]
Case 2
mass 0.1486 0.3944
pressure 0.0003 0.0516
Case 3
mass 0.2844 0.3659
pressure 0.0005 0.2090
Average 0.1085 0.2552
Table 3.1: Summary of optimized τ and ζ values
Optimized values for τ and ζ vary significantly when the error is reduced between the
pressure history and the mass history. This variation highlights that dynamics that exist
in the real system are not taken into account in the model. The optimal values for τ are
larger when the model is optimized for mass accuracy rather than for pressure accuracy;
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this merely indicates that the delay is more clearly observed in the mass test data than the
pressure test data. The optimized ζ values also vary significantly between the mass and
pressure accuracy optimization, and through the two test data cases. This indicates that
a fixed mixture ratio may over simplify the model if increased accuracy is desired. There
is also variability between the optimized values for Case 2 and Case 3. This indicates that
the values for τ and ζ may depend on the initial conditions of the system being tested;
however, two data sets are not sufficient to draw any conclusions about the potential links
between the initial conditions are the optimized values. However simplified, the model is
developed with the goal of predicting the mass of oxidizer in a tank during flight. In the
next chapter, it is determined if this model is sufficiently detailed for this purpose.
3.3 Discussion of Modified Model Results
This section contains the results of the modified ideal gas model in its second version. The
values for τ and ζ that are applied are the averages that are shown in table 3.1. The results
are compared to the data of the two test cases, and to the original ideal gas model. The
modified ideal gas model does not describe all the dynamics of the real system. This is
observed in the results; however, the following figures do show that the modified model is
capable to better simulate the actual systems mass history.
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Figure 3.10: Oxidizer mass - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay, Mixture
Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal Gas Model
(OIGM), and testing results
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Figure 3.11: Oxidizer mass - Case 3: comparison of Modified Model with Delay, Mixture
Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal Gas Model
(OIGM), and testing results
The modified ideal gas model also does not describe the additional dynamics observed
in the real system. The measured pressure fluctuates to values both greater and less than
the simulation. In [17], it is shown that these events correlate with the boiling of the
oxidizer. Initially, a transient form of boiling takes place as the rate of bubble development
exceeds the rate of bubbles entering the ullage. This occurs during the initial loss of
pressure. Boiling then develops a steady state as the rate of bubble development and the
loss of bubbles to the ullage reaches a steady state. These dynamics are not accounted
for in the model modifications in this thesis. At approximately the 8 second mark of the
data collected for both Case 2 and Case 3, there is a steep drop-off of pressure measured in
the actual system. This is usually considered to be the point where all remaining nitrous
oxide is in the gas phase. In future graphs, it is shown that the modified model predicts
the presence of liquid nitrous oxide even after this distinct drop-off of pressure.
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Figure 3.12: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal
Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results; the model compromises between low error in both
mass and pressure histories
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Figure 3.13: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 3: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM), Original Ideal
Gas Model (OIGM), and testing results; the model compromises between low error in both
mass and pressure histories
It is difficult to discern a significant difference in the temperatures estimated by the
models. The subtle differences in temperature are more prominent in the differences of
tank pressures shown in the previous figures.
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Figure 3.14: Oxidizer temperature - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM) and Original
Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations assuming saturation pressure; the model compro-
mises between low error in both mass and pressure histories
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Figure 3.15: Oxidizer temperature - Case 3: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM) and Original
Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations assuming saturation pressure; the model compro-
mises between low error in both mass and pressure histories
The modified models predict that there are still liquid nitrous oxide moles present in
the system after the original model predicts that all moles in the tank are in the gas phase.
This results from the assumption that less liquid moles are flowing through the injector in
the modified model.
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Figure 3.16: Moles of oxidizer phases - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM) and Original
Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations
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Figure 3.17: Moles of oxidizer phases - Case 3: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM) and Original
Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations
The estimates of the nitrous oxide outflow temperature show a better average agreement
with reality; however, it is obvious that trends that exist in reality are not present in the
modified model.
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Figure 3.18: Oxidizer outflow density - Case 2: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM) and Original
Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations
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Figure 3.19: Oxidizer outflow density - Case 3: comparison of Modified Model with Delay,
Mixture Ratio and oxidizer tank Thermal Mass removed(MM-D,MR,TM) and Original
Ideal Gas Model (OIGM) estimations
The modified model more closely unites the pressure history and the mass history
of the real system than the original model. It is still obvious that the modified model
omits system dynamics that are present in reality, specifically a detailed model of boiling.
Next, the modified model is applied in an Extended Kalman Filter that can be used to
dynamically estimate the remaining nitrous oxide mass by using known initial conditions
and measuring the pressure of the oxidizer tank.
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Chapter 4
Derivation of Extended Kalman
Filter
This section describes the structure of the Extended Kalman Filter developed for estimating
the remaining mass of nitrous oxide remaining in an oxidizer tank. This filter uses the
oxidizer outflow model that has been developed in the previous chapter. The filter is
developed in discrete time. The states are described in the previous chapter and maintained
in this use of the model with discrete time notation added:
xk =

(mo)k
(PT )k
(TT )k
(T˙T )k
(no,l)k
(no,g)k
 (4.1)
where xk refers to the vector of states at a discrete time step and the subscript k refers to
a specific time step.
The control inputs are:
uk =
[
(CDAinj)k
(PC)k
]
(4.2)
where uk refers to the control vector at a discrete time step. The cross sectional area of
the injector Ainj and the flow coefficient Cd are combined intentionally. This allows the
flow rate to be controlled by changing the area or the flow coefficient geometry.
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The measurement input is:
yk =
[
(PT )k
]
(4.3)
where yk refers to the measurement vector at a discrete time step. Pressure is the only
measurement included in order to evaluate the Extended Kalman Filter’s accuracy with
minimal sensors. In other oxidizer tank designs it may be possible to include a temperature
sensor; however, temperature data is not available with the provided test results.
4.1 Initializing the System States
This section describes how the states in 4.1 are initialized. The states that are implemented
through a direct measurement are summarized below:
• Initial mass of oxidizer (mo)0 is measured and provided to the filter at launch time.
• Initial oxidizer tank pressure (PT )0 is the measurement at the initial time point;
oxidizer tank pressure is measured continuously.
• Initial oxidizer temperature (TT )0 is assumed to be equal to the temperature of the
surrounding environment and can be provided to the filter at launch time.
• Initial rate of oxidizer temperature change (T˙T )0 is assumed to be zero or negligible.
• Initial molar amounts of gas and liquid phase nitrous oxide are determined using the
measurements and assumptions above and the equations below:
(no,l)0 =
(mo)0
Mo
R(TT )0 − P sato VT
−P sato Vˆo,l +R(TT )0
(4.4)
(no,g)0 =
P sato (VT − Vˆo,l
(mo)0
Mo
)
−P sato Vˆo,l +R(TT )0
(4.5)
The system is assumed to be at the same temperature as the surrounding environment
prior to launch. The temperature is assumed to be constant; therefore the initial rate of
temperature change is assumed to be zero initially. The number of moles of nitrous oxide
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in the liquid and gas phases can be determined by assuming the entire mass of nitrous
oxide is at equilibrium. These initial conditions are summarized in the equations below.
(mo)0 = mo,0 (4.6)
(PT )0 = P0 (4.7)
(TT )0 = T0 (4.8)
(T˙T )0 = 0 (4.9)
(no,l)0 =
(mo)0
Mo
R(TT )0 − P sato VT
−P sato Vˆo,l +R(TT )0
(4.10)
(no,g)0 =
P sato (VT − Vˆo,l
(mo)0
Mo
)
−P sato Vˆo,l +R(TT )0
(4.11)
These functions are referred to as f , and this notation is used later in equation 4.74.
4.2 System Model
The following procedure is followed at each discrete time step of the Extended Kalman
Filter’s operation.
4.2.1 Nitrous Oxide Equilibrium Properties
The first step in the system model is to determine the saturation properties of nitrous
oxide as a functions of temperature:
P sato = g1((TT )k−1) (4.12)
Vˆo,l = g2((TT )k−1) (4.13)
Cˆo,l = g3((TT )k−1) (4.14)
Cˆo,g = g4((TT )k−1) (4.15)
dP sato
dT
= g5((TT )k−1) (4.16)
where gx refers to the use of a function.
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4.2.2 Nitrous Oxide Outflow Rate and Evaporation Rate
The second step in the system model is to determine the rate of oxidizer outflow from the
tank and the rate of oxidizer evaporation within the tank.
(ρf )k = ζ
(PT )k−1
R(TT )k−1
+ (1− ζ) 1
Vˆo,l
(4.17)
(∆P )k = ((PT )k−1 − (PC)k) (4.18)
(n˙o,f )k = (CDAinj)k
√(
2
Mo
)
(ρf )k(∆P )k
(
1− exp
(−dtk
τ
))
(4.19)
The following terms are defined in order to facilitate the display of equations for evaporation
rate and rate of temperature change:
(b1)k = (VT − (no,l)k−1Vˆo,l)dP
sat
o
dT
−R(no,g)k−1 (4.20)
(b2,PT )k = R(TT )k−1 −
(
(no,g)k−1
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
)
(PT )k−1Vˆo,l (4.21)
(b3)k = (PT )k−1Vˆo,l −R(TT )k−1 + ∆Hˆo (4.22)
(b4)k = (no,l)k−1CˆV o,l + (no,g)k−1CˆV o,g + nHeCˆV,He (4.23)
(b5)k =
(
(no,g)k−1
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
)
(PT )k−1Vˆo,l + ζ(b2,PT )k (4.24)
(b6)k =
(
−R(TT )k−1 −∆Hˆo(no,g)k−1
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
)
(PT )k−1Vˆo,l (4.25)
Given the previous definitions, the rate of nitrous oxide evaporation is represented in the
following equation.
n˙o,v =
[
(b1)k
(b2,PT )k
]
(T˙T )k +
[
(b5)k
(b2,PT )k
]
(n˙o,f )k (4.26)
4.2.3 State Updates
The following equations follow directly from the derivation of the ideal gas modified model
with the injector delay τ , mixture ratio ζ and removal of the oxidizer tank’s thermal mass
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from the system. Many terms have partial derivatives that go to zero; these are not shown.
(mo)k = Mo ∗ [(no,l)k−1 + (no,g)k−1 − dt ∗ (n˙o,f )k] (4.27)
(PT )k =
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
(no,g)k−1
P satok (4.28)
(TT )k = (TT )k−1 + dt ∗ (T˙T )k−1 (4.29)
(T˙T )k =
[
(b6)k
(b2,PTk )(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k
]
n˙o,fk (4.30)
(no,l)k = (no,l)k−1 − dt [(1− ζ)(n˙o,f )k + (n˙o,v)k] (4.31)
(no,g)k = (no,g)k−1 − dt [ζ(n˙o,f )k − (n˙o,v)k] (4.32)
where dt refers to the discrete amount of time between time points in the filter.
4.3 Jacobian of the System Model
The next step in the development of the Extended Kalman Filter is to determine the partial
derivatives of the system model with respect to the system states. The partial derivatives
are developed once, then updated every time step.
4.3.1 Partial Derivatives of Mass Outflow Rate
The partial derivatives for mass outflow rate are used multiple times, they are derived
here first and referred to later. Note that the first order delay term is not used in partial
derivatives.
(
∂n˙o,f
∂PT
)
k
= (CDAinj)k

[2(PT )k−1 − (PC)k]
(
ζ
R(TT )k−1
)
+
1− ζ
Vˆo,l
Mo
√
(ρf )k(∆P )k
 (4.33)
(
∂n˙o,f
∂TT
)
k
= (CDAinj)k

[(PT )k−1 − (PC)k]
(
−ζ
R(TT )2k−1
+
1− ζ
Vˆo,l
)
Mo
√
(ρf )k(∆P )k
 (4.34)
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4.3.2 Partial Derivatives of Oxidizer Evaporation Rate
The partial derivatives for nitrous oxide evaporation rate are shown here and referred to
in the partial derivatives for other system functions. The partial derivatives of terms (b1)k,
(b2,PT )k, (b3)k, (b4)k, (b5)k and (b6)k are taken individually, then pieced back together as
appropriate and as needed. Partial derivatives with respect to tank pressure:(
∂b2,PT
∂PT
)
k
= −
(
(no,g)k−1
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
)
Vˆo,l (4.35)(
∂b3
∂PT
)
k
= Vˆo,l (4.36)(
∂b5
∂PT
)
k
=
(
(ζ − 1) (no,g)k−1
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
)
Vˆo,l (4.37)(
∂b6
∂PT
)
k
=
(
∆Hˆo −R(TT )k−1
((no,g)k−1 + nHe)
2
)
Vˆo,l (4.38)
Partial derivatives with respect to tank temperature:(
∂b2,PT
∂TT
)
k
= R (4.39)(
∂b3
∂TT
)
k
= −R (4.40)(
∂b5
∂TT
)
k
= ζR (4.41)(
∂b6
∂TT
)
k
=
(
R(PT )k−1Vˆo,l
(no,g)k−1 + nHe
)
(4.42)
Partial derivatives with respect to the number of liquid oxidizer moles:(
∂b1
∂no,l
)
k
= Vˆo,l
dP sato
dT
(4.43)(
∂b4
∂no,l
)
k
= CˆV o,l (4.44)
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Partial derivatives with respect to the number of gas nitrous oxide moles:(
∂b1
∂no,g
)
k
= −R (4.45)(
∂b2,PT
∂no,g
)
k
= −
(
nHe
(no,g)k−1 + nHe)2
)
(PT )k−1Vˆo,l (4.46)(
∂b4
∂no,g
)
k
= CˆV o,g (4.47)(
∂b5
∂no,g
)
k
= (ζ − 1)
(
nHe
(no,g)k−1 + nHe)2
)
(PT )k−1Vˆo,l (4.48)(
∂b6
∂no,g
)
k
=
(
Hˆo(no,g)k−1 −R(TT )k−1
(no,g)k−1 + nHe)
2
)
(PT )k−1Vˆo,l (4.49)
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The partial derivatives of the nitrous oxide evaporation rate:
(
∂n˙o,v
∂PT
)
k
=
−(b1)k
(
∂b2,PT
∂PT
)
k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (T˙T )k−1
+

∂b5
∂PT
(b2,PT )k − (b5)k
(
∂b2,PT
∂PT
)
k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (n˙o,f )k
+
[
(b5)k
(b2,PT )k
]
∂n˙o,f
∂PT
(4.50)
(
∂n˙o,v
∂TT
)
k
=
−(b1)k
(
∂b2,PT
∂TT
)
k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (T˙T )k−1
+

(
∂b5
∂TT
)
k
(b2,PT )k − (b5)k
(
∂b2,PT
∂TT
)
k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (n˙o,f )k
+
[
(b5)k
(b2,PT )k
](
∂n˙o,f
∂TT
)
k
(4.51)(
∂n˙o,v
∂T˙T
)
k
=
(b1)k
(b2,PT )k
(4.52)
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(
∂n˙o,v
∂no,l
)
k
=

(
∂b1
∂no,g
)
k
(b2,PT )k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (T˙T )k−1 (4.53)
(
∂n˙o,v
∂no,g
)
k
=

(
∂b1
∂no,g
)
k
(b2,PT )k − (b1)k
(
∂b2,PT
∂no,g
)
k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (T˙T )k−1
+

(
∂b5
∂no,g
)
k
(b2,PT )k − (b5)k
(
∂b2,PT
∂no,g
)
k
(b2,PT )
2
k
 (n˙o,f )k (4.54)
The following partial derivatives are the components of the system Jacobian. The
partial derivatives of the nitrous oxide mass are:(
∂mo
∂PT
)
k
= −Modt
(
∂n˙o,f
∂PT
)
k
(4.55)(
∂mo
∂TT
)
k
= −Modt
(
∂n˙o,f
∂TT
)
k
(4.56)(
∂mo
∂no,l
)
k
= −Mo (4.57)(
∂mo
∂no,g
)
k
= −Mo (4.58)
The partial derivative of the total tank pressure with respect to the number of nitrous
oxide gas moles is: (
∂PT
∂no,g
)
k
=
−nHe
(no,g)2k−1
P sato (4.59)
The partial derivative of the tank temperature with respect to the rate of temperature
range is: (
∂TT
∂T˙T
)
k
= dt (4.60)
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The partial derivatives of the rate of temperature change are:(
∂T˙T
∂PT
)
k
=

(
∂b6
∂PT
)
k
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
 (n˙o,f )k
−
(b6)k
[(
∂b2,PT
∂PT
)
k
(b4)k −
(
∂b3
∂PT
)
k
(b1)k
]
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
2
 (n˙o,f )k
+
[
(b6)k
(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k
](
∂n˙o,f
∂PT
)
k(
∂T˙T
∂TT
)
k
=

(
∂b6
∂TT
)
k
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
 (n˙o,f )k
−
(b6)k
[(
∂b2,PT
∂TT
)
k
(b4)k −
(
∂(b3)k
∂TT
)
k
(b1)k
]
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
2
 n˙o,f
+
[
(b6)k
(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k
](
∂n˙o,f
∂TT
)
k(
∂T˙T
∂no,l
)
k
=
−(b6)k(b2,PT )k
(
∂b4
∂no,l
)
k
+ (b1)k
(
∂b4
∂no,l
)
k
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
2
 n˙o,f
(4.61)
(
∂T˙T
∂no,g
)
k
=

(
∂b6
∂no,g
)
k
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
 n˙o,f
−
(b6)k
[(
∂b2,PT
∂no,g
)
k
(b4)k +
(
∂b4
∂no,g
)
k
(b2,PT )k +
(
∂b1
∂no,g
)
k
(b3)k
]
[(b2,PT )k(b4)k + (b1)k(b3)k]
2
 n˙o,f (4.62)
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The partial derivatives of the nitrous oxide liquid moles are:(
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The partial derivatives of the nitrous oxide gas moles are:(
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4.3.3 Jacobian of the System Model
The format for the system model Jacobian is presented here. The equations behind each
term are listed below:
• Row 1: Equations 4.56, 4.57, 4.58, 4.58
• Row 2: Equation 4.59
• Row 3: Equation 4.60
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• Row 4: Equations 4.61, 4.61, 4.61, 4.62
• Row 5: Equations 4.64, 4.65, 4.66, 4.67, 4.67
• Row 6: Equations 4.69, 4.70, 4.71, 4.72, 4.72
Fk =
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(4.73)
where Fk is the system model Jacobian Matrix at a discrete time step.
4.4 Extended Kalman Filter Structure
The implementation of the Extended Kalman Filter follows a standard structure and is
shown below. At each time step, the system states, represented as xˆk|k−1, are estimated:
xˆk|k−1 = f(xˆk−1|k−1, yk, uk) (4.74)
Next, the approximation of estimate covariance, Pk|k−1, is predicted based on the prior
time step’s estimate covariance and the process noise, Qk, of the current time step:
Pk|k−1 = FkPk−1|k−1F ′k +Qk (4.75)
Now the filter performs an update based on the best estimates of the state and the
current measurements. A measurement residual, y˜k is calculated:
y˜k = yk −Hkxˆk|k−1 (4.76)
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where Hk is the measurement Jacobian Matrix.
Now an innovation covariance, Sk is determined:
Sk = HkPk|k−1H ′k +Rk (4.77)
where Rk represents Gaussian measurement noise at a discrete time step.
The Gaussian measurement noise of the pressure sensor is determined by establishing
a moving average value of the pressure data, and taking the standard deviation of the
difference between the measured value and the moving average value. Using this method,
the Gaussian noise value applied is 0.013. The Kalman gain, Kk, is determined:
Kk = Pk|k−1H ′kS
−1
k (4.78)
The best estimate of the system states, xˆk|k, are now determined:
xˆk|k = xˆk|k−1 +Kky˜k (4.79)
The best covariance estimate, Pk|k, is also updated:
Pk|k = I −KkHk (4.80)
This algorithm is used to provide both a state estimate and a covariance estimate from a
state evolution model and a measurement.
4.5 Identifying Uncertainty for State and Measure-
ment Updates
The primary task in tuning the Extended Kalman Filter is the proper selection of values
for the process covariance matrix Qk. In this particular implementation, the values of
this matrix do not change over time. The matrix is composed of zeros with real, positive
values on the primary diagonal. A Design of Experiment approach is used to determine the
impact of each of these values. The diagonal is initially set to ones such that the matrix
Q is an identity matrix. High and low values for each states process noise are established
by multiplying and dividing each value on the diagonal by 10. This effectively increases or
decreases the process noise for each state by an order of magnitude. It is determined that
only the modeled process noise for the system pressure has an impact on the performance
of the Extended Kalman Filter. This follows as no measurements for the other states are
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considered in the Extended Kalman Filter. The performance of the Extended Kalman
Filter is determined by the Mean Square Error between the estimated and measured mass
of nitrous oxide.
For Case 2 data, changing the pressure process noise value from 1 to 10 increases the
performance of mass history estimation by 3.48%. Further changing the pressure process
noise from 10 to 100 increases the performance by 0.35%.
For Case 3 data, changing the pressure process noise value from 1 to 10 increases the
performance of mass history estimation by 0.98%.
These results indicate that increasing the modeled process noise of the system pressure
increases the accuracy of estimated mass history. It is further indicated that increasing
the order of magnitude of the modeled process covariance beyond 10 has an increase in
accuracy of less than 1%. Therefore, the recommended process covariance matrix is shown
in 4.81.
Q =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (4.81)
4.6 Results of the Extended Kalman Filter
The results of the Extended Kalman Filter derived and tuned in this work are shown in the
following figures. The Extended Kalman Filter can predict the remaining mass of nitrous
oxide in the oxidizer tank to a reasonable level of accuracy. This is demonstrated by the
close agreement in the measured and predicted values for oxidizer mass in figures 4.1 and
4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Oxidizer mass - Case 2: comparison of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and
testing results
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Figure 4.2: Oxidizer mass - Case 3: comparison of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and
testing results
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The Extended Kalman Filter returns almost exactly the measured pressure of the sys-
tem. This is demonstrated in figures 4.3 and 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 2: comparison of Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) and testing results
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Figure 4.4: Pressure in oxidizer tank - Case 3: comparison of Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) and testing results
The temperature estimated by the Extended Kalman Filter is shown in figures 4.5 and
4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Oxidizer temperature - Case 2: comparison of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
and estimations of temperature assuming saturation pressure
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Figure 4.6: Oxidizer temperature - Case 3: comparison of Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
and estimations of temperature assuming saturation pressure
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The liquid and gas moles of nitrous oxide are shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8. These are
shown for completeness as the moles in the liquid and gas phases are states of EKF.
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Figure 4.7: Moles of oxidizer phases - Case 2: Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) estimations
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
In this work a modified model of nitrous oxide exiting an oxidizer tank is proposed. The
modifications stem from the observation of an initial delay in the outflow, and from the
assumption that the outflow is composed of a liquid and gas mixture. The modified model
is implemented in an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) that is capable of estimating the
states and remaining mass of nitrous oxide in a tank. The contributions made to modeling
an oxidizer tank are mentioned, followed by the use of an EKF for estimating the remaining
nitrous oxide mass, and finally areas of potential refinement are discussed.
5.1 Model Modifications
The variable τ is introduced as a time constant in a first order delay. This delay models
a gradual opening of the injector instead of an instantaneous opening. This assumption
allows the model to be more accurate in predicting the mass history of the model. It is
also possible that this value is specific to this particular hybrid engine and oxidizer tank.
The variable ζ is used to model the gas to total outflow ratio as a fixed ratio. After
optimization, this modification leads to a more accurate average estimation of the oxidizer
outflow density; however, it is also obvious that the outflow density varies significantly
during the draining of the oxidizer tank. After implementing the τ and ζ modifications in
a model, the accuracy in modeling the mass history is significantly increased.
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5.2 Extended Kalman Filter
An Extended Kalman Filter is proposed that estimates the total mass of nitrous oxide
remaining in the oxidizer tank. The filter allows the remaining oxidizer mass to be esti-
mated in the absence of direct measurement. The control inputs are the pressure in the
combustion chamber and the product of the flow coefficient and cross-sectional area of the
injector. The initial inputs are the total initial mass of oxidizer in the oxidizer tank and the
initial temperature of the system, both are assumed to be measurable only on the launch-
pad. The only updated measurement input in flight is the pressure in the oxidizer tank.
It is arguable that the combustion chamber pressure should be considered a measurement
rather than a control variable. In this embodiment of the EKF, it is convenient to consider
the combustion chamber pressure to be a control variable and there is minimal cost to
the performance and accuracy of the estimate. The oxidizer pressure is measured in the
actual system; therefore, only the process noise of the modeled system pressure impacts the
results of the EKF. In the covariance matrix, the EKF’s reliance on the modeled pressure
is reduced and the pressure state closely follows the measured pressure. The remaining
oxidizer mass estimated by the EKF provides a much better estimation of mass in the
oxidizer tank than a model alone. Increasing the accuracy of the EKF requires greater
accuracy in the modeling of the system.
5.3 Future Potential Refinements
In the development of the model modifications and the EKF, several assumptions have
been made. If the work of this thesis is applied to another hybrid rocket design, these
assumptions should be reviewed. The flow through the injector should be reviewed for
an outflow speed that nears or exceeds the speed of sound in oxidizer. If so, the equa-
tions governing the outflow should be modified appropriately, including an initial opening
delay. Models of nitrous oxide properties are still being refined and developed. In the
future, these models can be reviewed for accuracy and replacing assumptions with scien-
tific understanding of the system. As an example, it is assumed that the nitrous oxide is
in saturated equilibrium; however, this is not proven. The time required for the nitrous
oxide to re-establish equilibrium may be long in comparison to the changes incurred by the
dynamics of draining. More directly related to the work of this thesis, an understanding of
the liquid and gas mixture in the injector is required to improve the understanding of the
oxidizer tank dynamics. The two data sets show that the outflow density may fluctuate
significantly over time; however, the current model does not simulate this dynamic behav-
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ior. In the current work, it is assumed that the only updated observation comes from a
sensor measuring the pressure in the oxidizer tank. In a future study, additional sensors
could be added; the addition of temperature sensors in the oxidizer tank are an obvious
example. The current EKF focuses only on the oxidizer tank. This approach could be
further expanded to model the entire hybrid engine, including the combustion chamber
and infrastructure between the tank and chamber. Other infrastructure would include an
adjustable flow rate control mechanism, such as a valve. An EKF that extends the entire
hybrid engine design could estimate the mass of not only the remaining oxidizer, but the
remaining fuel as well. Further, it would be of use to the overall control of the rocket to
estimate the moment of inertia of the hybrid engine and its center of mass. This approach
could be further extended to the entire rocket where dynamic measurements of altitude,
velocity, acceleration, and trajectory combined with a model of the entire rocket. This
filter can be used to further correct the estimations of mass, center of mass, moments of
inertia, drag and center of pressure. This information could be used in controlling the
thrust and trajectory of the entire rocket. These refinements are left as future work.
5.4 Final Remarks
With this work, a relatively simple model of nitrous oxide draining from an oxidizer tank
is now available. Further, this model is implemented in an Extended Kalman Filter that
is now available for use. The sensors required are relatively standard, and are likely to be
included in the engine design already. The filter can be implemented with an on-board
computational device; no additional or elaborate systems are required. These hardware
requirements should allow hybrid rocket engines to remain a controllable, low-cost, and safe
launch system. This work will hopefully increase the accessibility of the upper atmosphere,
low earth orbit, and space itself to lower budget programs. These programs may include
research, weather prediction, satellites, and even manned missions.
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